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Emissions Trading Regulations in China
Overall principle

Trading rules and market factors



Main contents of emissions trading regulations

 Participants: parties involved in trading

 Trading categories: objects of trading

 Trading modes: ways of trading

 Risk control: restrictions and requirements related



Overall principle of emissions trading regulations in China

“Trading rules and detailed regulations”
 National Rules of Carbon Emission Permit Trading
(Draft for Review)

 Measures for the Management of Membership 
(Draft for Review)
 Measures of Risk Control and Management 
(Draft for Review)
 Measures for Addressing Irregularities and Breaches
(Draft for Review)
 Measures of Information Management 
(Draft for Review)
 Measures for the Administration of Investor Eligibility 
(Draft for Review)

“1+5”



General information of trading factors
 Participants 

 key emission units
 Other qualified institutions and 

individuals

 Products of trading
 National quotas of emission 

permits
 Other categories approved by the 

competent authorities of State 
Council in charge of ETS 

 Ways of trading
 Listed transaction, contract 

transfer, paid auction, and other 
approved channels

 Trading venue
 China Emissions Exchange (CEEX)

 Trading system
 National ETS trading system



Participants: Enterprises as major emission sources

 Trading participants
 Members qualified for self-run services
 Customers as general members

• Key emission units/other qualified institutions and individuals

 Emission units
 Available for trading after applying for a general membership



Participants: Memberships
 Memberships for trading
 General membership

• Member of services: customer-
related services

• Member of agency: agent services, 
customer-related services, etc.

 Membership of self-run 
services
• Allowed for self-run services only

 Key emission units
 Customers of general 

members

CEEX

Member 
of services

Member of 
agency

Membership 
of self-run 

services

Enterprises 
in need of 
emission 
control

Other 
institutions

Enterprises 
in need of 
emission 
control

Other 
institutions

General 
membership

Customers of general members

Different memberships



Ways of trading: listed transaction
 Listed transaction
 Listed transaction refers to the public tender-based trading mode whereby participants make purchase 

and sale declarations through the trading system within a given period, and the trading system 
matches the above-mentioned declarations in accordance with the principle of “price & time first".

 Rules of matching
• Price & time first;
• Two declarations are matched in the case that the purchase offer is higher than or equal to the selling offer
• Restrictive condition
• The amount involved in a single deal under this mode shall not exceed a certain threshold;

 Strike price
• A median price of the purchase offer, selling offer and the previous transaction price is counted as the strike price. 

 Trading hours

9：30 11：30 13：00 14：00

Listed transaction

15：00



Ways of trading: Contract transfer
 Contract transfer
 In the case that the amount of a single deal exceeds the threshold, the transaction 

shall be settled through contract transfer, whereby both parties interested will 
reach an agreement upon bidding and bargaining through the exchange’s e-
trading system and thereby confirm and settle the deal.

 Rule of settlement
• A deal shall by settled upon the confirmation of both parties interested;

 Restrictive condition:
• The amount involved in a single deal exceeds a specific threshold; 

 Strike price
• The price agreed by both parties upon negotiation.

 Trading hours
9：30 11：30 13：00 14：00 15：00

Contract transfer



Other trading rules and risk control regulations

 Trading in full payment
 The volume of trading products 

declared for selling shall not 
exceed the total volume of 
products in the trading account 
thereof available for trading.

 The funds required for the 
declared purchase shall not 
exceed the total amount of 
available funds in the trading 
account thereof. 

 Other rules
 Traded products shall not be 

traded again on the day of trading. 

Risk control
 Restrictions to price change
 Restrictions of capped holdings
 Reporting system of major accounts
 Risk warning system
 Monitoring of abnormal transactions



Handling of trading abnormalities 
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Countermeasures 

 Notification by call;

 Requiring the submission of 
written reports or 
commitments;

 In-person talks;

 Restricting the transactions of 
accounts involved;

 Other regulatory and 
punishment measures.

 Large-quantity or repeated transactions in which 
the participant itself acts as the object of trading;

 Large-quantity, repeated and intensive 
declarations of deals or offers with significant 
disparities with the latest strike price, which 
may mislead other customers; 

 Large-quantity or repeated declarations and 
cancellations thereof;

 Large-quantity or repeated buy-high and sell-low;

 False declarations during contract transfer;

 Automatic booking in batches and quick booking 
through computer programs that adversely 
affect the safety or order of the trading system;

 …



Disclosure of trading information

Release on each 
trading day

Including quota code, previous closing 
price, latest strike price, the highest strike 
price of the day, the lowest strike price of 
the day, the cumulative transaction 
volume of the day, the cumulative 
transaction amount of the day, the price 
change, the three highest purchase offers 
and quantities in real time, and the three 
lowest selling prices and quantities in real 
time. Announcements, notifications 

and major policy updates 
related to ETS



Supervision over trading
 Competent authorities of the State Council in charge of emissions 

trading supervises:
 The trading market;
 The exchange.

 Supervision over the exchange
 The market is supervised upon the authorization of the department in 

charge
 Members and customers of the exchange are supervised accordingly

 Management of members
 General members to the exchange shall manage customers thereof. 



Management of Trading Accounts and 
Transactions
 Management of account opening and accounts

 Management of trading services

 Management of trading risks



Account opening and linkage 
 Account opening and binding

 Parties involved in emissions trading shall open a trading account in real 
name and be granted a trading code, and shall open a registration account 
and a capital account in the authority in charge of registration and the 
settlement bank respectively. 

 Opening of three accounts: quota registration account, trading account, 
and capital account.

 Trading services will be available after the three accounts are bound. 



Binding the quota registration account

Opening an account 
on the quota 

registration system

Providing information 
of the quota 

registration account 
and enterprise 

information to the 
exchange

Binding the quota 
registration account 

with the trading 
account on the 
trading system

Finishing the binding 
after receiving the 

confirmation of 
binding from the 

quota registration 
system

 Enterprises shall confirm whether they have opened quota registration accounts on 
the quota registration system before binding their accounts.

 Enterprises shall provide relevant proofing materials in line with the requirements 
of the quota registration system to obtain the information of related management 
accounts (management subjects). 



Management of trading services
 Management of trading accounts

 Management of account 
information

 Management of permissions of 
related accounts

 Management of trading funds
 Planning of trading funds
 Approval of trading funds
 Transfer of trading funds

 Organization of trading services
 Trading market analysis

 Formation of trading schemes

 Execution of trading schemes

 Management of trading 
information
 Policy information

 Market information



Management of trading risks
 Risk identification

 Policy risks

 Technical risks

 Transaction risks

 Market risks

 Capital risks

 Risk management

 Establishing an authorizing system for trading 

operations and defining access levels

 Isolation of sensitive trading information

 Enterprises’ self-supervision over their own trading 

activities

 Establishing self risk pre-warning systems

 Making emergency plans to respond to 

emergencies



Introduction to the National ETS Trading 
System



General features of the ETS trading system

 In order to achieve a unified market and unified pricing system for 
nationwide emissions trading, the national ETS trading system was 
designed and constructed based on the general principle of “unified rules, 
systems and transactions”, which is the only centralized ETS trading 
platform in China.

 After opening accounts, enterprises may access various services through 
the client app of the trading system, including real-time market check, 
trading, capital transfer, quota transfer, and user information. 
management. 



Trading capital
 Enterprises may deposit or withdraw capital through the ETS trading system.
 Enterprises may check and export current and historical records about capital, 

deposit and withdrawal records, and payment records of the account through 
the trading system. 

UI of the national ETS trading system: capital management



Trading quotas
 Enterprises may transfer their quotas through the trading system. 
 Enterprises may check and export information about the current and 

historical quota records under trading and management subjects, 
transfer records, and quota trading records through the trading 
system.

UI of the national ETS trading system: quota management



Trading mode: listed transaction
 Enterprises may list their 

purchase & selling offers 
on the trading system 
within the specified trading 
hours.

 The trading system 
matches these offers in 
accordance with the 
trading rules.

 The current and historical 
records of enterprises’ 
transaction requests and 
trading records may be 
checked and exported via 
the trading system.

UI of the national ETS trading system: listed transaction



Trading mode: contract transfer
 In addition to listed transaction, enterprises may trade with their counterparts within the hours 

available for contract transfer based on an agreement upon bidding and bargaining therewith 
through the trading system, and thereby confirm and settle the deal.

 Contract transfer mainly applies to the large-quantity transactions of enterprises. 

UI of the national ETS trading system: contract transfer



Trading mode: paid auction
 The trading system is 

allowed to conduct paid 
auctions in accordance with 
the requirements of the 
department in charge.

 Enterprises may participate 
in the paid auctions through 
signing up on the trading 
platform.

 After a successful bid, the 
system would freeze the 
corresponding funds of 
enterprises involved and 
generate an e-confirmation 
letter after the auction. 

UI of the national ETS trading system: paid auction



Application of the trading system for clients
 System requirements: Chinese 

version of windows7 and 
above

 Minimum resolution 
requirement: 1280x1024

 The automatic update check 
will be activated in the 
background when the 
application runs. Any new 
updates will be automatically 
downloaded and executed. 
After completion, the login 
interface will be displayed.

UI of the national ETS trading system: user login 



Application of the trading system for clients
 The main interface of 

the application is 
composed of a menu bar 
(red frame on the left), a 
quick access bar (upper), 
a business area (middle), 
and a status bar (lower 
right).

 The menu bar can roll up 
or be expanded by 
clicking.

 The operation panels of 
market trends and 
trading operations may 
be displayed 
simultaneously. 

UI of the national ETS trading system: menus



Cases and Guide to Corporate Transactions



Cases: Preparation by enterprises
 Confirmation of trading demands and capital
 Emission gaps: There is supposed to be a gap of around 235,000 tons in the 

enterprise’s emission permits for 2019.
 Application of trading capital: the production planning department of the 

enterprise in charge of emissions has applied for RMB30 million to purchase 
national emission quotas. 

 Preparation of accounts before trading
 The enterprise has opened and bound its accounts on the trading system through 

a member of the CEEX early in October 2019, which now has the access to 
corporate trading. 



Cases: Consideration before trading
 Upon negotiation and communication, based on the market trend, the enterprise signed an 

agreement with a Xinjiang-based company, planning to buy emission permits of 210,000 tons 
from the latter through contract transfer at RMB110/ton on November 5.

 After the purchase, the 
enterprise still needs 
emission permits of 25,000 
tons, which is planned to be 
purchased through listed 
transaction.



Cases: Corporate information
Company: Shanghai Electricity Generating LTD Industry: Electricity
Contact: Wu WANG                                                                Position: Head of production planning department
Client ID: 0000000016                                                            Login ID of the operator: wangwu
Login password: 195***a                                                      Payment password: 58***9

UI of the national ETS trading system: corporate information



Cases: Client updates

When running the 
app at 13:00, 
November 5, 2019, 
operator Wu WANG 
of the enterprise 
found that an 
automatic update 
window popped up.

UI of the national ETS trading system: automatic client update



Cases: App UI
 After the automatic updates, 

the operator of the 
enterprise logged into the 
system.

 The market news interface 
shows that the national 
previous emission quota 
closing price was 
RMB119.71/ton, and the 
latest price was 
RMB120.00/ton. The agreed 
price of the enterprise and 
the Xinjiang company was 
within the specified scope of 
contract transfer prices on 
that day.

 In the morning of that day, 
the total trading volume of 
quotas through listed 
transactions exceeded 
100,000 tons. 

UI of the national ETS trading system: client side



Cases: deposit
 As the balance in the enterprise’s capital account became RMB0, the operator thereof needs to deposit 

capital. It is noteworthy that the input of a payment password is required for deposit and withdrawal of 
capital, and the input of login password will not be accepted. 

 Due to the single-deal limit of RMB5 million of deposit and withdrawal for corporate accounts, the funds of 
RMB30 million need to be transferred in six deals at least. 

Note
Total deposit amount > (trading amount + service 

fees)
So as to ensure the smooth processing of deals

UI of the national ETS trading system: top-up



Cases: deposit

UI of the national ETS trading system: deposit records



Cases: contract transfer
 After the deposit and 

confirmation of capital 
transfer, the operator 
started a contract transfer 
request to the Xinjiang-
based company based on 
the agreement reached by 
both parties. 

 After confirming the 
information, the Xinjiang-
based company clicked the 
“confirm” button.

UI of the national ETS trading system: contract transfer process



Cases: contract transfer

 Proposal of 
Shanghai Power

 Inquiry of the 
Xinjiang-based 
company

UI of the national ETS trading system: contract transfer process



Cases: listed transaction
 After the above contract 

transfer, this enterprise 
still sees 25,000 tons 
uncovered, with 
RMB6,830,700 balance in 
the account. 

 After entering the listed 
transaction page, the 
operator found that the 
total selling volume of 
emission quotas by the 
third lowest selling price 
has reached over 25,000 
tons, and the third lowest 
selling price was 
RMB121.00/ton.

UI of the national ETS trading system: listed transaction process



Cases: listed transaction
 Approved by the 

enterprise, the 
operator submitted a 
purchase offer of 
25,000 tons of quota 
at a price of 
RMB122/ton to the 
listed transaction 
market, which was 
settled by the 
matching of the 
trading system.

 The listed transaction 
records of the 
enterprise on that day 
are shown on the right.

UI of the national ETS trading system: query of listed transaction records



Cases: inquiry of transaction results
 Listed 
transaction

 Contract transfer

UI of the national ETS trading system: inquiry of listed transaction records

UI of the national ETS trading system: inquiry of contract transfer records



Cases: transfer-out of quotas
 On the next day after the transaction, the operator confirmed that the quota of the enterprise 

under the quota trading subject has been changed to 235,000 tons, and afterwards 
transferred the quotas in the account to the management subject from the former trading 
subject in accordance with corporate management requirements. 

UI of the national ETS trading system: transfer-out of quotas



Cases: transfer-out of quotas

UI of the national ETS trading system: inquiry of quota 
transfer records



Cases: inquiry of service fees
 The operator of the company may check and export the payment 

records of service fees on each trading day within a selected period. 

UI of the national ETS trading system: inquiry of service fees



Cases: daily statement
 The operator may check and export the daily statement of a specified 

trading day. 

UI of the national ETS trading system: inquiry of daily statement



Summary
 Be familiar with trading rules and specific service regulations. 
 Regulate account opening and management over account permissions. 
 Understand the operation of the trading system to prevent trading risks.
 Enhance the control over trading process and perfect internal control rules. 
 Complete the management coordination mechanism and attach 

importance to trans-department collaboration. 


